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Pre-Survey

We are less than two weeks away from meeting in Seattle for the One project gathering. Help us understand your dreams and visions by taking 5 minutes to complete our short online survey.

Arrival

When you arrive make sure you go to the registration booth in the Grand Foyer (4th floor) of the Hotel. Pick up your ID and welcome elements. It will be open:

Sunday 3:00pm-9:00pm
Monday 6:30am-8:00am

We will close registration 30 mins before the gathering begins so come early.

Seating

If you would like to get a sense of where you can sit at the gathering or ask your friends to meet you at a table, have a look at the floor plan.

On this page

Is the link for the floor plan with all the numbered tables. Please note that each table is numbered and has one seat reserved for the facilitator. Thus there are a maximum of seven spots free per table.
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Questions?

Have any questions? Don't hesitate to contact us about anything, long or short.

Email: info@the1project.org
Call: 269 208 9024
Text: 269 208 9024
Facebook: theoneproject

iPhone App

Thanks to some kind donors, the first stage of the One project app has been released in the iTunes store. If anyone would be interested in supporting us develop it further, please let us know. Our analysis of users on our site and newsletter show a staggering 80% are i-device based compared to the 4% android.
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